Top quality translations for
a very competitive rate!
Vertaalbureau Appel
Apple Translations

No bite out of your budget
AppleTranslations.com is a very modern and efficient translation agency. We are
a cooporation of a small group of experienced translators, all ‘native speakers’.
Do you have a text that you want to have translated accurately and quickly?
You can contact our translation agency by sending an email to
info@appletranslations.com or call us on +31 (0)20 - 820 8977.

Clear and consistent
Apple Translations is no ordinary translation agency but a cooperation of a
small group of experienced translators. That’s why AppleTranslations.com can
work more cost-effectively and we are extremely motivated and very quality
conscious! The translations Apple Translations provides, are always clear and
consistent in their choice of vocabulary and suitable for your target group. We
provide accurate, fluent, and natural sentences that appear to be written in the
language concerned.

A passion for language
The translators at AppleTranslations.com have a passion for language and
naturally for translating itself. Our translators check each others’ work, read
your translations several times, and make corrections where necessary before
handing over the translated text. All translations by our translation agency are
tailor-made. Although we are a very modern translation agency, we preferably
do not make use of so-called translation software as mostly this is not beneficial
to the quality. Apple Translations does make use of an inhouse-made programme
to ensure consistency in word usage.
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A favourable rate
•

Commercial text

•

Manuals

•

Website translations

•

Legal translations

•

Technical translations

- € 0,10 per word (excluding VAT)
- Only native speakers
- Accurate & fast translation agency

A very competitive rate of Euro 0,10 per word

Vertaalbureau Appel
Apple Translations

Because we charge a fixed rate, you know exactly where you stand and you
can easily calculate how much it will cost to have a document translated by our
translation agency. In some situations, for example for large assignments or in
case there is no pressing deadline, AppleTranslations.com can offer an even
more competitive rate. Contact our translation agency for more information.
The rates are excluding VAT.

Determining the word count
You can see the total number of words of a specific document in the left corner
in Microsoft Word (version 2007 and higher) when the status bar is opened.
In Microsoft Word 2003 you can view the amount of words by clicking ‘Tools’
and ‘Word count’. If you divide this amount by 10, you will have the total price
for a translation by Apple Translations (excluding VAT). That is how easy our
translation agency works!
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4 easy steps
• ou send your text or website URL to our translation agency via email,
•
•
•

together with your desired deadline.
AppleTranslations.com confirms the total price and the deadline.
You confirm by email.
You will receive your translated text by email on, or prior to, the date
agreed, together with the digital invoice.
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